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Sub Execution of HT works relating to provision of independent 
feeder, conversion from rural supply to urban supply and 
release of new connections/extension of load. 

 
  It is observed that HT works relating to provision of independent 

feeder, conversion from rural supply to urban supply and release of new 

connections/ extension of load are delayed due to shortage of material in stores and 

deptt. labour.  On this account, requests are received by the field offices from the 

applicant/group of applicants that either they are ready to supply the material and 

erect the independent feeder/ HT line or they are ready to supply the material and 

want erection to be carried out by Nigam.  So every time individual cases are sent by 

the field offices for approval. 

  In order to formulate a common policy to execute the above mentioned 

HT works for all category of applicants, it has been decided as under:- 

  The applicant(s) shall procure the material as per specification of the 

Nigam.  The material used for the works relating to provision of independent feeder, 

conversion from rural supply to urban supply and release of new connections / 

extension of load shall be inspected by the authorized representative of the Nigam to 

be deputed by XEN/M&P concerned.  The consumer will deposit the inspection 

charges as per instructions of the Nigam.  The decision will apply to HT connections 

only. 

  XEN (OP) / SDO (OP) shall take an undertaking from the consumer to 

the effect that as & when the Nigam decides to take over his independent feeder for 

feeding other adjoining loads, i.e. to convert the Independent feeder into General / 

Industrial feeder, cost of independent feeder deposited by him shall be refunded 

through his energy bills after adjustment of service connection charges. 

  XEN (OP)/SDO (OP) shall further ensure that no tubewell connection 

will be released/shifted on independent feeder/line. 

  The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all concerned 

for careful and meticulous compliance.  

 

                  -sd- 
S.E/ Commercial, 

for G.M./Commercial, DHBVNL, Hisar 
 


